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William T. Vollmann’s award-winning Europe Central (2005) is an 
eight-hundred-page fictional half-and-half of the mid-twentieth-century Soviet 
Union and Germany assembled of respectively alternating “stories” and firmly 
supported by the author’s habitually massive documentary research. Not only 
does it feature Russian composer Dmitri Shostakovich (1906-1975) as a 
character ideally apt to demonstrate the moral torments of an artist under 
totalitarianism, but it also confronts the reader with verbal adaptations of his 
music. Shostakovich’s life and work are traced through in several of Europe 
Central’s “Russian” chapters, with a number of important getaways from 
accurate biographical treatment Vollmann honestly, even though partially, 

reports in his paratextual appendices over the last nearly sixty pages of his book, and four instrumental 
pieces are given special attention in tending to be verbally substituted: the Cello Sonata (1934), two great 
“war” Symphonies No. 7 (“Leningrad,” 1941) and No. 8 (1943), and the Eighth String Quartet (1960). 
 
Briefly introducing the field of Word and Music Studies via two essential theorizations of “verbal music” 
in the 1968 coiner of the term, Steven Paul Scher, and by its 1999 denouncer, Werner Wolf, I will focus 
on two selected pieces of Vollmann’s Shostakovich and endeavor a close comparative reading of a 
narrative sample along its apparent music “source,” focusing upon the recipient-centered mode of 
intermedial imitation Wolf somewhat skeptically denotes as “imaginary content analogy.” Suggesting that 
imaginary content analogies are a specific case of narrative focalization, I will argue that, although there 
is no “back translation” from the text we read to an actual Shostakovich score either performed or 
analyzed, since much is lost in fictionalization, certain aspects of Vollmann’s postmodern joggling with 
Shostakovich are there to take the reader as close as possible to a truly musical experience, which in itself 
is never quite “pure.” 

 
Ivan Delazari is a PhD Fellow at the Department of English working on musico-literary dimensions of 
contemporary American fiction. His current interdisciplinary research brings him to close cooperation with the 
Department of Music, too. After completing his earlier dissertation on Axiological Patterns in William Faulkner’s 
Fictional World (2003) at St. Petersburg State University, Russia, he took up a full-scale teaching career at the 
same university and taught European and American Literature there for ten years. His research interests have 
gradually shifted from Literary History and Cultural Studies to Comparative Literature and Intermediality. His 
publications include, most recently, “In Phantom Pain: The 1991 Russian Film Adaptation of William Faulkner’s 
‘The Leg’” (University Press of Mississippi, 2014), “Duplicity Considered as One of the Exact Sciences: Music 
Analogies in Poe, Baudelaire and Dostoevsky” (St. Petersburg State University Press, 2014), and “Suspension of 
Belief: Don DeLillo’s 9/11” (Peter Lang, 2013). He is a member of the International Association for Word and Music 
Studies, European Association for American Studies, and the Russian Society for American Cultural Studies. 
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